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 3 

Abstract  4 

Objective: Computer vision (CV) is a subset of artificial intelligence which performs 5 

computations on image or video data, permitting the quantitative analysis of visual in-6 

formation. Common CV tasks that may be relevant to surgeons include image classifica-7 

tion, object detection and tracking, and extraction of higher order features. Despite the 8 

potential applications of CV to intraoperative video, however, few surgeons describe the 9 

use of CV. A primary roadblock in implementing CV is the lack of a clear workflow to 10 

create an intraoperative video dataset to which CV can be applied. We report general 11 

principles for creating usable surgical video datasets and the result of their applications.  12 

Methods: Video annotations from cadaveric endoscopic endonasal skull base simula-13 

tions (n=20 trials of 1-5 min, size = 8GB) were reviewed by 2 researcher-annotators.  An 14 

internal, retrospective analysis of workflow for development of the intraoperative video 15 

annotations was performed to identify guiding practices. 16 

Results: Approximately 34,000 frames of surgical video were annotated. Key considera-17 

tions in developing annotation workflows include: 1) Overcoming software and person-18 

nel constraints, 2) Ensuring adequate storage and access infrastructure 3) Optimization 19 

and standardization of annotation protocol, and 4) Operationalizing annotated data. 20 

Potential tools for use include CVAT and Vott: open-sourced annotation software allow-21 

ing for local video storage, easy setup, and the use of interpolation.  22 

Conclusion: CV techniques can be applied to surgical video, but challenges for novice 23 

users may limit adoption. We outline principles in annotation workflow that can miti-24 

gate initial challenges groups may have when converting raw video into useable, anno-25 

tated datasets.  26 

 27 

 28 

 29 
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 35 

Background 36 

The use of computational algorithms, particularly convolutional neural networks 37 

to analyze images or video is referred to as “computer vision” 1,2 (CV). There are many 38 

common CV tasks, including image classification, object detection, image segmentation, 39 

object tracking and the extraction of higher order features, and CV technology has been 40 

heavily utilized in the fields of autonomous vehicles, agriculture, and surveillance 41 

amongst others3,4. Surgeons have the potential to generate large quantities of visual da-42 

ta since the critical components of most cranial surgeries and many minimal-access 43 

spine surgeries are viewed using a device with camera capabilities. With many endo-44 

scopic and microscopic neurosurgical cases being recorded, hospitals and surgeons can 45 

potentially generate   hundreds of hours of underutilized surgical video.   Outside of 46 

neurosurgery, surgeons have attempted to analyze these large volumes of surgical video 47 

using CV , with the goal of eventually using these videos to predict patient outcomes, 48 

establish best practices, or assist in surgical training5–8. While new, groups outside of 49 

neurosurgery have found success in using CV to quantify surgical technique. Within uro-50 

logic surgery, CV analysis of intraoperative video has been used to automatically identi-51 

fy surgical gestures9. Within laparoscopic surgery, CV techniques have similarly been 52 

successful at detecting the phase of surgery based on the detected presence of tools10–12. 53 

However within neurosurgery, CV remains underutilized particularly in the context of 54 

intraoperative video analysis. 55 
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Many CV pipelines have common elements. The first step in developing a CV pipeline is 56 

to create a library (dataset) composed of individual images (frames) from surgeries, to 57 

which “annotations” are applied (termed “ground-truth” data). These annotations are 58 

overlays that outline selected tools anatomical structures, or stages of an operation on a 59 

frame-by-frame basis2,13,14. Ground-truth data are often generated manually, and some-60 

times requires expert assessment. CV algorithms can be trained on this ground-truth 61 

data, then tested on newly inputted images or video. Thus, the successful development 62 

of any CV algorithm is fundamentally dependent on the quality, size, and accuracy of 63 

these annotated video sets. 64 

 Publications describing CV algorithms for surgical video do not elaborate on specific 65 

annotation techniques13,15,16. As a result, neurosurgery researchers looking to analyze 66 

their own video must essentially start anew- a painstaking and daunting task. This bar-67 

rier prevents most groups’ from analyzing their gigabytes of operative video available 68 

from surgical cases. In this manuscript, we outline fundamental considerations for an-69 

notation of surgical video developed through internal trial-and-error. While the litera-70 

ture does not currently have clear objective criteria to achieve the optimal methodology 71 

for annotation, it is our aim that the following protocols may serve as a starting point 72 

for future CV scholars.  73 

 74 

 Methods:  75 

Surgical video from fresh tissue cadaver simulation of endoscopic endonasal 76 

skull base surgery cases (n=20 simulated trials between 1 and 5 min in length) were 77 

reviewed17. Neurosurgery and otolaryngology resident and attending surgeons were 78 

instructed to manage an iatrogenic internal carotid artery laceration (trial 1). Following 79 

an educational intervention by one of the senior authors, a second trial was conducted. 80 

Trials ended when hemostasis was achieved via muscle patch, or after five minutes of 81 

efforts (Trial Failure which resulted in simulated patient mortality). This protocol has 82 

been previously described in detail by our group18.  83 
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Development of a surgical annotation methodology for neurosurgical video has 84 

been in progress at our institution since 2018. Raw intraoperative data was edited to 85 

include only relevant portions of trials. Videos were then annotated by the authors by 86 

using an annotation software to place bounding boxes around each surgical tool in 87 

frame. Following the development of our dataset, a retrospective internal analysis to 88 

identify 3-5 key elements for “developing annotated datasets from raw surgical video” 89 

was independently conducted by the lead authors (DJP, GK). These key points were then 90 

consolidated and categorized by consensus between the lead authors and senior au-91 

thors (GZ, DAD). The subsequent sections serve to outline the details of annotated da-92 

taset development based on these consolidated key points.  93 

 94 

Results 95 

A total of approximately 34,000 frames of intraoperative video were annotated. 96 

The creation of surgical video annotation is time-consuming and tedious. Annotations 97 

were made frame by frame, and each tool/anatomical landmark (e.g. “grasper”, “cot-98 

tonoid”, “artery”, “dura”) was outlined with a computer mouse; individual image labels 99 

(e.g. for staging an operation: “bleeding”, “exploration”, etc.) required assignment to 100 

each image (Figure 1). An alternative option is “segmenting”- where tools are traced 101 

with many individual line segments (versus contained within a box), providing a more 102 

specific identification of the tool (Figure 2). The decision for implementing annotations 103 

with bounding boxes vs segmentation, or other methods of annotation (e.g., identifying 104 

key points), would largely depend on the predetermined goals of the dataset. Bounding 105 

boxes can quickly and accurately gather information on tool (or anatomy) presence or 106 

absence. Segmentation, although more time consuming, may however be preferred if 107 

more information regarding angles of tools, tool location, or highlighting key anatomical 108 

relationships is required.  109 

Typical endoscopic cameras operate at 30 frames-per-second, meaning one mi-110 

nute of surgical video has 1,800 annotatable frames, with full-length procedures poten-111 

tially surpassing one million frames, each of which potentially requiring manual annota-112 
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tion.  Video datasets often have hundreds to a few thousand minutes of video to encom-113 

pass the different images that may be presented, either due to anatomical variations, 114 

surgical technique differences, or videography characteristics (lighting, camera resolu-115 

tion, type of lens, etc).  116 

As a result, converting raw surgical data into a robust ground-truth dataset is a 117 

daunting task. To efficiently mitigate these challenges requires four key considerations: 118 

1) Annotation software and personnel to interface with the data, 2) Computing and 119 

storage infrastructure, 3) Developing an efficient and standard protocol and 4) Pro-120 

cessing and Utilizing Annotated Data. 121 

 122 

Annotation Software and Personnel 123 

Software:  124 

 Many tools exist to label imaging and video-based datasets. These tools vary from 125 

free, lightweight and open-source, to cloud-based Software as a Service applications re-126 

quiring monthly subscriptions. Surgical videos are often hours long and gigabytes in file 127 

size. Accordingly, lightweight and easy-to-install tools may lag or crash when dealing 128 

with such files. Web-based applications often require files to be uploaded to the applica-129 

tion but are often similarly unable to handle large file sizes without crashing. Annota-130 

tion tools that were built to handle large file sizes should be prioritized. To annotate, 131 

our group uses the open-source annotation tools CVAT19 (Computer Vision Annotation 132 

Tool) and Vott20. Both tools take up minimal hard-drive space, are downloaded directly 133 

to the annotators’ computer and do not require uploading raw video files prior to anno-134 

tation. Lastly, simple features like the ability to copy-and-paste annotations between 135 

frames are  instrumental in increasing efficiency but are not universally found on all 136 

software programs.  137 

 138 

Personnel:  139 
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Due to the time-consuming nature of annotations, labs often outsource this work 140 

to medical students, undergraduates or other non-experts 21–23. In our experience, an 141 

efficient user with the appropriate clinical knowledge could annotate about one frame 142 

per minute. Additionally, the implementation of a hierarchy with varying administrative 143 

privileges and annotator “supervisors” who can ensure consistency between users and 144 

provide quality-control. We suggest identifying platforms that facilitate collaboration 145 

and that include features allowing for easy cross-user label validation. 146 

Alternatively, there are services such as Amazon Mechanical Turk© (MTurk) or 147 

Fiverr® which aim to expedite the process through paid professional annotators. While 148 

groups have developed high quality annotations from third-party services, costs of $1 149 

for 10 images (0.3 seconds of video at 30 fps)21, accelerate costs beyond what may be 150 

feasible for a pilot-study or proof of concept. However, the advantage of these services 151 

is it allows for additional annotations to be completed at scale- an advantage for groups 152 

with a more dedicated machine learning goal.   153 

 154 

Infrastructure 155 

Security of any personal health information (PHI) and accessibility for staff are the two 156 

main concerns with regards to video storage and annotation infrastructure. For raw-157 

video storage, we recommend de-identifying videos before uploading to a HIPAA secure 158 

third-party client. Even if individual videos are primarily de-identified, the uploading of 159 

PHI onto private, third-party servers pose several ethical and legal questions that re-160 

searchers and Institutional Review Boards must consider. For smaller labs with one or 161 

two annotators only, the use of cloud service providers (Google; Amazon Web Services) 162 

(Mountain View, CA; Seattle, WA) may be considered. 163 

These data-privacy considerations must also be taken into account when discussing the 164 

chosen annotation software. Labeling platform needs to accept “local” files (i.e. files 165 

stored on a local machine or on a local server space owned by the institution) and we 166 

advise against using platforms that require the upload of raw data to 3rd party server 167 
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spaces as these may not be HIPAA compliant. These considerations must especially be 168 

taken into account when utilizing crowd-sourcing or MTurks, though HIPAA compliant 169 

options are available24. Of note, individual institutions may prohibit the use of these 170 

crowdsourcing platforms due to intellectual property concerns and/or concerns with 171 

vetting of annotators.  172 

 173 

Developing an Efficient and Standardized Annotation Protocol  174 

Maximizing annotation efficiency is integral when working with datasets with 175 

hundreds of thousands to millions of images. Here we outline key processes that have 176 

increased our internal efficiency.   177 

The primary roadblock in annotation is the tediousness of outlining thousands of im-178 

ages. A potential solution is through the process of interpolation22,25. With interpolation, 179 

the user outlines an object, and adjusts the outline a set number of frames later. The 180 

software then smooths out the path between the two outlines, allowing 5-10 frames to 181 

be annotated using 2 keystrokes (Video 1). This improves the efficiency of annotation, 182 

as only minor corrections to the interpolation must be made. In our experience, a user 183 

can complete a minute of annotation in under an hour with interpolation, a thirty-fold 184 

improvement from annotating “from scratch”, as determined by a two-user internal 185 

analysis (Table 1).  Interpolation is a key consideration when approaching the annota-186 

tion of videos within neurosurgery, where procedures are confined to small spaces with 187 

fine-controlled movements and may be hours long.   188 

 An additional strategy to reduce the number of frames for annotation is 189 

“downsampling”. Endoscopes currently record video at 30 frames per second. Annotat-190 

ing only 10 or even 1 frame out of the thirty recorded can cut the number of frames an-191 

notated by orders of magnitude without losing significant power in computer models. 192 

This is a result of subsequent frames typically providing little novel visual information 193 

and decreasing the marginal utility of consecutive frames. This approach has been pre-194 

viously used, and may be particularly useful in endoscopic neurosurgery where tools 195 
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may be stationary for a large portion of time26. However, this strategy may limit the util-196 

ity of future predictive models that rely on the temporal relationships between tools.  197 

 Interpolation and downsampling can be used together effectively to accelerate 198 

annotation efforts. By downsampling video (e.g. from 30fps to 1fps), the total number of 199 

frames needed to annotate is greatly reduced. By then also using interpolation, annota-200 

tors can take advantage of the naturally smooth movement of tools and limit the num-201 

ber of keystrokes needed to annotate those frames, particularly when there the number 202 

of tools in view remain constant.  203 

 Other strategies have been used by groups to efficiently annotate video, such as 204 

using regression heatmaps to delineate objects, or utilizing deep neural networks to 205 

automatically annotate objects in frame27. These weakly supervised or unsupervised 206 

techniques are growing in popularity but were not utilized in our dataset development 207 

and further research is required for their implementation in a surgical database.   208 

 209 

 210 

Standardization: 211 

We recommend developing  a gold standard annotation, where a supervisor can 212 

exemplify appropriate borders and clear identification of each tool/object in the frame. 213 

For interpolation and/or boxing, a few additional considerations must be made. For 214 

one, the rate of interpolation can be controlled by requiring annotators to re-adjust an 215 

annotation every “X” number of frames (step-size). A larger step-size may increase the 216 

volume of data annotated (useful for Deep Learning methods), whereas lowering the 217 

step-size will likely lead to an increase in quality (more useful for conventional neural 218 

networks). Additionally, guidelines must be provided to annotators that outline wheth-219 

er annotations should prioritize encompassing all of an object, a salient feature only, or 220 

limiting background in an annotation. Lastly, supervisors must iteratively decide what 221 

tools, anatomical landmarks, phases etc. need to be annotated, and update centralized 222 

instructions accordingly.  223 
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  224 

Operationalization of Annotated Data  225 

Once annotated, the dataset can then be analyzed.  However, there are several 226 

considerations that researchers need to make when storing and processing this data. 227 

Many file formats, such as COCO, PASCAL VOC, and YOLO, have been used to store indi-228 

vidual image-level annotations for large, labelled image datasets28–30. Some of the file 229 

formats have publicly available development toolkits that allow users to interact with 230 

the information stored in the annotations at a basic level. However, for more complex 231 

analysis of information of these tools, users are left to expand on these toolkits with 232 

their own functions and methods or to write their own functionality from scratch. As 233 

such, the lack of tools available for researchers to begin analyzing their dataset can 234 

prove a significant hurdle, particularly for groups with limited computational expertise. 235 

Therefore, in the process of analyzing our own datasets, we are creating a repository 236 

containing scripts and classes we are continuously expanding on to perform critical 237 

tasks in our analysis, such as overlay annotations on images, extract surgical tool posi-238 

tions, and engineer new features based on the annotations.  239 

 240 

Future Directions 241 

The field of medical or computer vision, is a rapidly expanding field whose applications 242 

are far reaching. Within neurosurgery, the use of intraoperative image analysis could in 243 

theory help guide a surgeon to safely address anatomical boundaries. Analyzing surgical 244 

technique across institutions could aid in development of gold standard techniques. Fi-245 

nally, providing trainees with an objective review of their recent surgical cases would 246 

allow for reflection and improvement even without direct supervision. As the field of 247 

neurosurgical computer vision advances, similar advances in dataset development and 248 

annotation are needed in order to lower the barrier for entry for many surgeons who 249 

have the data but lack the infrastructure to conduct machine learning analyses.  250 

 251 
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Conclusions 252 

The development of an annotated dataset of neurosurgical video that is appropriate for 253 

CV analysis can be a time-consuming and tedious process. While many surgeons have 254 

hundreds of hours of their own surgeries available to them, the inability to quickly and 255 

efficiently annotate these videos preclude their use at scale within the rapidly growing 256 

field of medical machine learning and CV. In this manuscript, we outline a protocol and 257 

considerations for groups looking to annotate their own surgical videos which has im-258 

proved our efficiency. The potential for CV to augment surgical training and outcomes is 259 

clear, and the development of a gold-standard protocol for video annotation is a strong 260 

first step in achieving these goals.  261 

 262 

 263 

 264 

 265 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 266 

 267 

 268 

 269 

 270 

 271 

 272 

VIDEO CAPTION 273 

Video 1: Example of interpolation being used to draw bounded boxes around surgical instruments  274 

 275 

Figure 1. Bounded boxes outlining grasper, suction, cottonoid and string. Bounded boxes can be used for 
interpolation 

Figure 2. Segmented tool outlines. Purple outline (grasper) is composed of many individual line seg-
ments (purple dots). Also shown are suction (blue outline) and cottonoid (yellow outline) 
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TABLES 

 

 User 1  User 2  

Boxed, Interpolated 550 frames 110 frames 

Boxed, Non-Interpolated 26 frames 28 frames  

Segmented, Non-Interpolated 19 frames 20 frames 

 

 
Table 1: Annotation rate (timed, 15 minute interval) between two users for boxed annotation of tools 

with interpolation, boxed annotation without interpolation, and segmental outlining of tools without 

interpolation. Annotation software did not permit interpolated segmental outlining.  
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Abbreviations  

CV: Computer Vision  

CVAT: Computer Vision Annotation Tool 

COCO: “Common Objects in Context”  

PASCAL: Pattern Analysis, Statistical Modeling and Computational Learning 

VOC: Visual Object Classes  

XML: Extensible Markup Language 

YOLO: “You Only Look Once” object detection system  
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